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Right at home in
traditional suburb
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A classic home design with
modern touches, this timeless
custom build by Atrium
Homes in Nedlands showcases
welcoming charm and design
acumen throughout.
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“It has a classical striking elevation,
fitting in well with the older
surrounding homes in one of
Perth’s traditional older suburbs,”
he said.
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Situated in one of Perth’s more
traditional suburbs, Atrium Homes
Sales Manager Rod Dawes said the
use of common characteristics on
the exterior of the home allowed it
to fit in with other properties within
Nedlands.

From the gated entry and perfectly
landscaped front yard to the
decorative balcony railing design
and series of French doors, the
home’s facade oozes yesteryear


 

elements emphasised by neutral
tones of charcoal, light grey and
white.
Stepping inside the custom build,
you will find wood and stone
extensively used throughout.
“It is a fairly traditional-style home,
meaning you generally do use
stone and timber because it gives
the home a more quality feel and a
better finish,” Mr Dawes said.
“Stone is quite common on benches
and we’ve got timber doorframes –
we have used a lot of timber, over
and above what you might find in a
standard home.”
According to Mr Dawes, the formal
living area at the front of the home
is a contemporary take on its
traditional theme, with the room
anchored by timber flooring and
featuring a coffered ceiling.
“The timber flooring in the entry
and formal lounge gives it a lovely

 

The timber flooring in the entry and
formal lounge gives it a lovely ﬁnish – it
just gives that feeling of class and quality.
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finish – it just gives that feeling of
class and quality,” he said.
The rear of the build is the
entertainment hub of the home.
“The house has a small U-shape
to the rear, which allows the
meals area to look out to a small
courtyard,” Mr Dawes said.
“The family room opens to the
alfresco, which leads out to the
swimming pool.”
Connecting to the family room
and overlooking the courtyard,
the kitchen boasts all the modern
conveniences wrapped in a
sophisticated farmhouse style.
With downstairs dedicated to
entertaining, the upper level is
where peace and quiet can be
achieved.

sleeping quarters are located
upstairs because downstairs tends
to be where you live and upstairs
tends to be where you sleep,” Mr
Dawes said, adding that there is
also a guest bedroom on the ground
floor to host loved ones.
Each room is serviced by its own
ensuite.
Completed in 2021, the clients were
able to move in and add their touch
to the interior furnishings of the
home, choosing exuberant, timeless
pieces to bring out its traditional
charm.
“It is a warm and inviting home
with a quality feel throughout,” Mr
Dawes said.
CONTACT
Atrium Homes, 6310 8888
www.atriumhomes.com.au

“For privacy and quietness, the
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